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Geometric Structure of the Adaptive
Controller of the Human Arm

Reza Shadilnler and Ferdinando A. Mussa Ival(i

Abstract

\We investigated how t h, CNS l.arn.• Lu control mnovemients in different dynamical conditions. In partic-
ular. we considered the task of making reaching movements in the presence of externally imposed forces
from a mechanical environment. This environment was a force field produced by a robot manipulan-
dum, and the subjects made reaching movements while holding the end-effector of this manipulandum.
Since the force field significantly changed the dynamics of the task, subjects' initial movements in the
force field were grossly distorted as compared to their movements in free space. However. with practice.
hand trajectories in the force field converged to a path very similar to that observed in free space. This
indicated that for reaching movements, there was a kinematic plan independent of dynamical condi-
tions. The recovery of performance within the changed mechanical environment is motor adaptation.
In order to investigate the mechanism underlying this adaptation, we considered the response to the
sudden removal of the field after a training phase. The resulting trajectories. named afhtr-(fiJcs. were
approximately mirror Images of those which were observed when the subjects were initially exposed to

the field. This suggested that the motor controller was gradually composing a model of the force field, a
model which the nervous system used to predict and compensate the forces imposed by the environment.
In order to explore the structure of the model, we investigated whether adaptation to a force field, as
presented in a small region. led to after-effects in other regions of the workspace. We found that indeed
there were after-effects in workspace regions where no exposure to the field had taken place. i.e., there
was transfer beyond the boundary of the training data. This observation rules out the hypothesis that
the subject's model of the force field was constructed as a narrow association between visited states and
experienced forces. i.e. adaptation was not via composition of a look-up table. In contrast, subjects
modeled the force field by a combination of computational elements whose output was broadly tuned _

across the motor state space. These elements formed a model which extrapolated to outside the training
region in a coordinate system similar to that of the joints and muscles rather than endpoint forces. This A
geometric property suggests that the elements of the adaptive process represent dynamics of a motor!
task in terms of the intrinsic coordinate system of the sensors and actuators.
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1 Introduction

(Children start to reachi for o1)ject.s that interest them at about thli age of :11 nonilis. T heo.e
goal-directed iiovemients often acconipahy a "'fiai i •g" actlion of the arm. 1-roii a s.stelis point
of view. flailing (aan be seehi as an ateniipt to excite the dv nainics of the arm: to succes.-,-

fully make a reaching niovenentl. the Inot or controller needs to find thlie aplpropriate force so

that the skeletal svsteii iiakes thie desired motion. lffectively. this op)eration corresponds
to inverting a dynaunical trainsformnation that relates ali input force to an output motion. A
coltroller may im plement this '"in verse transformat ion via a comn binat ion of feed back and feed-
forward mechanisnis: usually,. lie feed fiurward coliponient provides solie estimate of the inverse
transformation called tHie .'inverse model" or simnplyv the --internal model" while the feedback
component compensates for the error.s of this estimation and stabilizes the syst em about tlie

desired behavior (cf. Slotine 1.9-S ). Therefore. t lie internal model refers to an Il~proxintation of
the inverse (Idynamnics of t lie systeii being coitrolled. lii t lie case of t lie infant. action of flailing
mnay be an attempt to explore this (dynamnics and build an inlternal model.

D)uring development, bones grow and tiuscle mass increases. changing tlie dyvnalmics of tlie
arm significantly. In addition to sutih gradual variations. the arm dynviamiics change iii a shorter
time scale when we grasp objects and perform manipulation. The changing dynaiiics of the
arm make it so that the same muscle forces produces a variety of mnotor behaviors. It follows
that to maintain a desired performance, the controller needs to be "robust" to changes in the
dynamics of the arm. This robustness may be achieved through an updating, or adaptation.
of the internal model. Indeed. humans excel in the ability to rapid]lyv adapt to the variable
dynamics of their arm as the hand interacts with the environment. Therefore a task where the
hand interacts with a novel mechanical environment might be a good candidate for studying
how the (NS updates its internal model and learns dynamics.

The particular task which we have considered is one where a subject makes a reaching move-
ment while the hand interacts with a field of forces. lit a reaching movement, the problem of
control can be seen as one of transforming information regarding a target position. as presented
in the visual domain. into a torque command on the skeletal system to move the hand. This
initially involves a set of coordinate transformations (so called "visuo-motor map". cf. Arbib
1976): work of Andersen et al. (1985) and Soechting and Flanders (1991) suggests that the tar-
get is transformed sequentially from a retino-centric vector into a head-centered and finally a
shoulder-centered coordinate systemn. According to Gordon et al. (1993) this shoulder-centered
vector (representing the target) undergoes another transformnation after which the target loca-
tion is described as a vector with respect to the current hand position (or end-effector position.
for example. in the case that the hand is holding a long rod. Lacquaniti et al. 1982). At this

point a plan is specified, describing a desired trajectory for the end-effector to follow: for un-
constrained planar arm movements, there is strong evidence that this plan is a smooth hand
trajectory essentially along a straight line to the target (Morasso 19981. Flash and Hogan 1985).
The controller. acting on antagonistic spring-like actuators (cf. Bizzi et al. 198-l. Hogan 1985.

Shadmehr and Arbib 1992). then attempts to move the arm along the planned trajectory. or

It is worth noting that for this task. adaptation may either occur in response to a change in
the visual environment in which the target iq presented (von Helmholtz 1925). or in response
to a change in the mechanical environment with which the hand is interacting (Flash and. .
Gurevich 1992). Therefore, the problem of adaptation may be experimentally appl)roached from
two directions:

1. we may change the visual environment so that subjects have to modify the perceived .' ,

IVC, j. jai



k'u nInatic'. of niovement I)v changing the mapping of the target from e•o cenPtric to a task

based (e.g.. hand-centered ) coordinates. or

2. ve minay chaige the mechanical environment with which the hand interacts so that Ihe
subject's internal model of the armi has to adapt to lie new dyntami,., of th e .st emi.

The first approach. i.e.. changing the visually perceived kineiiatic,. ha.,, received much atten-
tion because of the ob.servations made by Held and colleagues (field and Schilank 1959. Held
1962. Held and Freedman 1963) regarding adapt at ion of the visuomotor svsteii to distortiont s
l)roduced 1) )v prism glasses. It had been noted that h)X wearing pris)n glas,,es. the visual scene
could be shifted. lot example. by x degrees laterally. This caused a change in the kinematic
map relating target position to the arm's configuration. \With the glasses on. initiallv a sulb)ject
would reach to a target andt miss it 1).r degrees. but after some practice. tlie subject would
learn the appropriate kinematics and hit the target accuratelv. Predictably. when the glasses
were removed. the subject would reach to a target and miss it by -x degrees. displaying the

persistence of the altered kinematic map (cf. Jeannerod 198S. pp. 52-571). This behavior has
been termed an aft r-(fffct of adaptation.

Our work is along the second approach. We investigate how the motor control system re-
sponds when the arnis dynamics are changed. We address this issue by developing a paradigin
where subjects make reaching movements while interacting with a virtual mechanical environ-
ment. From Lackner and I)izio (1992) it is known that after-effects exist when on(, performs
arm movements in an environment where Coriolis forces are artificially increased. Here we
show that as a subject practices arm movements in a force field. the controller builds an inter-

nal model of that field and uses this model to compensate for the exp)ected forces during the
movement. Our goal is to understand how the nervous system constructs this internal model
and to reveal some of the properties of the motor adaptive process.

2 Materials and Methods

The purpose of our experiment was to observe how a subject adapted to the changed dynamics
of a reaching task. A robot manipulandum whose handle was grasped by the subject produced
these variable dynamics. A mathematical model was developed to provide a framework for
describing the process of adaptive motor control. Both the experiments and the modeling
procedures are described in this section.

2.1 Experimental setup

Eight right handed subjects with no known neurological history. ranging in age from 24 to
39. participated in this study. A schematic of the measurement apparatus is shown in Fig. 1:

Subjects were seated on a chair that was bolted onto an adjustable positioning mechanismn and
instructed to grip the handle of a robot manipulandum with their right hand. Their shoulder
was restrained by a harness belt. their right upper-arm was supported in the horizontal plane
by a rope attached to the ceiling.

The manipulandum is a two degree of freedom. lightweight, low friction robot (Faye 1986)
with a six-axis force-torque transducer (Lord F/T sensor) mounted on its end-effector (the
handle). Two torque motors (PMI Corp.). mounted on the base of the robot. are connected
independently to each joint via a parallelogram configuration. Position and velocity measure-
ments are made using two optical encoders and tachometers. respectively. mounted on the axes
of the mechanical joints. The apparatus includes a video display monitor mounted directlY

2
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Figure 1: Sketch of the manipulanduni and tih, experimental setup. Planar arm mnovements were, madte
by the subject while grasping the handle of the nianipulandunt. A monitor, placed directly in front of
the subject and above the nianipulandum (not shown), displayed the location of the handle as well as
targets of reaching movements. The manipulandumi had two torque motors at its base which allowed for
production of a desired force field.

above the base of the robot (approximately at eye level with the subject). This was used to
display the position of the robot's handle and give targets for reaching movements.

2.2 Experimental procedures

Each subject particitlated in a preliminary training phase where the task was to move a cursor
to a target. The cursor was a square of size 2x2 mm 2 on a computer monitor and indicated
the position of the handle of the manipulandum. Targets were specified by a square of size 8×X
mm 2 . The task was to move the manipitlandnum so as to bring the cursor within the target

square.
Movements took place in two regions. each of the size 15x15 cm 2 . The position of these

regions is shown in Fig. 2. where they are labeled as the --left- atnd "right" workspaces. In
order to avoid inertial artifacts associated with changing the operating configuration of the
robot. workspaces were selected by moving the subject with respect to the robot.

Starting from the center of a workspace. a target at a direction randomly chosen front the
set {0O,450 ..... 325o} and at a distance of 10 cm was presented. After the subject had moved
to the target. the next target. again chosen at a random direction and at 10 cm was presented.
A target set consisted of 250 such sequential reaching movements. All targets were kept with
in the confines of the 15x 15 cm workspace. The targets represented a pseudo-randon) walk.

In some cases, the manipulandum was programmed to produce forces on the hand of the
subject as the subject performed reaching movements. These forces. indicated bv the vector f.
were computed as a function of the velocity of the hand:

f = B Ji (1)

where Ji was the thad velocit? ývctoi. dain B was a cu.mtant matrix representing v%.ic,..,ity of
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Figure 2: Configurations of a model two joint arli. representing typical kineiati(5 co the hiunan arti.

at two workspace locations where reaching niovenients were performed. Typical shoulder and elbow

angles at these two workspaces were 15 and 100 degrees at right and 6lU and 14-5 degree., at left.

the imposed environment in endpoint coordinates. In p)articular. we chose B to be:

B= 10.1. -11.2]1N'sec/mlln

Using this matrix, the forces defined by Eq. (1) may be shown as a field over the space of
hand velocities (Fig. 3A). For example., as a subject made reaching movements in this field. the
manipulandum produced forces shown in Fig. 3B (here we have assumed that the movements
are minimumn jerk. as specified by Flash and Hogan (1985). with a period of 0.5 seconds).

Note that in the field defined by Eq. (1). forces which act on the hand are invariant to
the location of the workspace in which a, movement is done. i.e.. the forces are identical in the

left and right workspaces of Fig. 2. Therefore, we say that the force field defined in Eq. (1) is
translation invariant in endpoint coordinates.

In some cases, a different kind of a force field was produced by the manipulandumn, one
which was not translation invariant in endpoint coordinates. This field was represented as a
function of the angular velocity of the subject's shoulder and elbow joints during the reaching
movements:

r 7 i1  (2)

where 7 was the torque vector acting on the subject's shoulder and elbow joints, q was the
subject's joint angular velocity, and IV was a constant matrix representing viscosity of the

imposed environment in joint-coordinates of the subject. We say that the field described bv
Eq. (2) is translation invariant in joint-coordinates. Indeed, note that tile torque field in Eq.
(2) is equivalent to the following force field (i.e., forces acting on the hand):

f = (.](q)T)-_' ,I il( )

where J(q) = Ox/dq. is the configuration-dependent Jacobian of the configuration mapping
from q to x. and the superscript T indicates the transpose operation. Because the Jacobian
changes as a function of the angular position of the limb. f varies depending on the workspace
where a reaching movement is performed. In particular. we chose 1I' so that the force field

41
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Figure 3: An en vironment as described by the force field in Eq. (I). A: Then force field. B: Forces

acting on the hand during siniulat ed center- out reaching inovenients..•loveiient.s are simulat ed a., being

minimum jerk with a period of 0..) sec and amuplitude of 10 cm.

which resulted front Eq. (3) at the right workspace was almost identical to the field produced
by Eq. ( 1 ). To accomplish this. the matrix It was calculated for each subject as:

E = 1.T B Jo

where .10 is the Jacobian evaluated at the center of the right workspace. For a typical subject.
we derived the following It' matrix:

11= [ 0 .0  - 1. 7j N.nu.sec/rad

When the above joint-viscosity matrix was used to (lefine an environment, the resulting force
field depended upon the position of the workspace where movements were being ma(le. At the
right workspace. this field (Eq. 3) was almost identical to that produced by Eq. (1) (a correlation
coefficient of 0.99. see Appendix I). However. at the left workspace. the forces l)roduced by Eq.
(3) were substantially uncorrelated (nearly orthogonal) to that of Eq. (1). The force field
produced by Eq. (3) is ploite(l for movements in the left workspace in Fig. 4A. Fig. 4B shows
the forces acting on the hand for typical reaching movements.

We trained subjects with either the end-point or the joint translation invariant fields at the
right workspace. Subsequently. we tested them in the field they had not been trained on at
the left workspace. Hence. we defined two distinct groups of subjects. Those in Group 1 were
exposed to a force field which was translation invariant with respect to the position of the hand
(Eq. 1). Subjects of Group 2 were exposed to a force field which was translation invariant
with respect to the angular position of the subject's joints (Eq. 3).

Our first objective was to compare movements during conditions of no-visual feedback before
and during the initial exposure to a field. For -48 randomly chosen members of the target set.
heretofore referred to as the no-ri.+ion targe so. the cursor position during the movement was
blanked, removing visual feedback during the reaching period. For the remaining members of
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Figure 4: An environm~ent described by tihe field in Eq. (3). plotted as, it wotild alppear in the loft
workspace of Fig. 2. A: The force field. B: Forces acting on the hiand while making reaching ino%-ellents
inl the left worksp)ace of Fig. 2 from the center to targets ahotit thli, circumference of a circle. Movements

are, sinnulated as being mininnum-jerk with a period of 0.5 sec and ainplittude of 10 cil.

the target set. hand position was shown continuously to the subject. Initially, we quantified
the performance in a null field[, i.e.. with the torque motors turned off. 6Y presenting a target
set in the right workspace. U~ponl completion, tile hand was moved to the left workspace
and another target set presented. These hand trajectories during the no-vision target sets
represented baseline performance of the subjects in 'the null field.

Following this. the hand was returned to the right workspace and the target set was again
presented, except that for 24 randomly chosen members of the no-vision target set. the manip-
ulandumn produced the force field assigned to the subject's group. For the remaining targets
of this set a. null field was present. These hand trajectories during the no-vision target set
represented baseline performance in the force field.

The next objective was to observe performance of the subject in response to continuous
exposure to the force field: With the hiand at the right workspace and with the inanipulandumn
producing the force field. a target set was presented. The force field was present for all targets
except for 24 randomly chosen members of the no-vision target set. where the null hield was
present. The purpose of these 24 targets in the null field was to record any aftor-c'- crt. of
adaptation to the force field. The target set was repeated 4 times (total of 1000 movements)
while the manipulandumn produced the field. This provided time for the subject to adapt to
the field.

Having completed the adaptation phase of tile experiment. tile sujbject's arm was moved to
the left workspace with the objective of observing any tran.sf-rir~d afthi'-rfffct.,ý. 7-2 targets were
presented sequentially and with no visual feedback. 24 randomly' chosen members of this target
set wore in a null field. Another 2.4 random] 'y chosen members of this t~arget set were in the
force field on which the subject had been trained on. The remaining members of this target set
were in the force field which the subject had not been trained onl.

6



2.3 Producing the force fields

lit order for the miaiiiptlaiid 111Ill to pimdliice it pivenl force field. thle iiiiciocoilii liter collected
positioni anid velocit V iil'orinat ion Ironi thle miaiiiptiuanduliiii 01111' irejreseilite(Ib anld cO at
a rate of 100 lIz. ThIiis inf ormiat ion was needed ill order to con vert Ilie desi red e itldpoli t force
field in1to tilie torquesý to b~e appliedl bY thle ijiotors. To produice tlie( for1ce field descri bed 1wx l'(.
(1), we 115edl tie( followitig exJpressiOii:

.7 / = I *iB l

w here TI? is tlie( t or(jije vect or cominiiad(le to the inot ors. .J;ý = 0/110c. I.e.. thle .1acolbia ii of thle
robl*Ot k inemnatics. antd o) is thle joint aingular velocit 'v v-ector of thle Iinanipiulaiindiun .NoeIv that
-11? is a fhi id ion of robot1 JO! t anigls o. and fromn its (efelinit ion I t follows that xj *uo Ill
order to Jprodl 'we thle force hield dlescri bed byv Eq. (31). tlie( l'ollowuuig conitrol law \\a.- uised:

71 1? .1 Jf 0

where .1 is t he stitbject *s .1acobian miat rix funlction. C alcuilation of J1 requiiired knowledge of
the subject's armi ki neina tics: At tlie( begi lii~itg of' eachI session,. we nueasue th1(1le leni l"isl of'
lie suibject's iipperarin anid forearmn as well as thle locat ioit of lie shoulder NvithI respect to a

fixedl point wvithI resp~ect to tile workspace of the nuiiauipuland hiiiii. Thlese dat a were sufficient to
provide anl esthiniate for .1 at each posit ion of the lialidl

2.4 Data analysis

We samnpledJ ban~d positijons anil velocities at 10 insec iuitervals as thle suibject reached to a
target. Trajectories were a~lignedl ushig a velocityv threshold at thle onlset of' liioveuiveuut

lit order to comipare hanid trajectories, a technique was dleveloped which (luiautified at niea-
suire of correlationi 1etweeni two sanipled vector fields (see Appendix 1). We represented each
trajectory as a thime series of velocity vectoirs (x. samipled at 10 insec initervals) anid thlen coiii-

p~aredl thle two resuliting vector fields thlroglig a correlationi mieasuire. The same technique was.
also uiseol to compare force fields. lin Jarit iclar. thle eiidlohiut viscosit , m nat rix B ini Eq. (1I) was
chosen such that wheit expressed ili termts of a joint viscosity miatrix 11' ( througli Eq. :3). thle
two resulting force fields were niearly identical at the right workspace (the correlation coefficienlt
p ;:z I). while mnaximially different at the left workspace (p ;z 0). Specifically. the two fields had
a correlationt coefficienit of 0.99 aliil 0.12 at the right anid left workspaces. reslpectivelv..

III ordler to plot *ivpical- handl trajectories for a given target. we coniipuited the exlpectedl
valuie and( stanidard oleviat iont of thle set of mieasuired trajectories (each a tinie--series of velocity
vectors) for t hat target. Our lproced(lure conisisted inl deriving- the( exp~ectedl valuev and( stanidar'd
(leviationi of the set of mneasured velocity' vectors across the trajectories at each iiistaiit of lttine.
The resuiltinig velocity field was integrated from-t the start posit io of the movement to produce
the average ± stanidard (leviatioti of the hand trajectories for a given) target.

2.5 Mathematical modeling

The p)urpose of thle iiat hemiatical modeling was to p~rovidle a framework for describlitig how tlie(
suibject's miotor conttrol s 'ystemi adlapted to a force field imposed onl the hanid. A signiificanit
comrponent of our task was to slpecify what we nieant 1w anl *'iitertial uniooel- as it pertainied to
the adaptation prfoces. The end~ result was a s *ystemn of equat ionis which allowed uts to sii innlate
hand( trajectories for reaching mioveitents before thle subject had adapted to thle force field, as



welas thle alfteI-eflPctls wiltii thle suhjelfl had forilied all tinteriial iiititlel but I he externial fieldf

wits suldenlYI reuiioveil.

2.5.1 General framework for a model-based adaptive controller

Let uts stant 1w coiisitleriniig a syst ui s in* ldynaiiics Ii tn geralizedl coordiiiates or01 it revieW oflie14

idea behll d generalized coord inat e.-. see S' polig an Vii I\ ~vasaga. r) 1 5,uI31 ). 11*# I udicate bY
a Joiit ii ciilguirai101 sp~ace ( ('4t.. ali array* of joint aiighs ) aiid bIy q and ij its firt ii

second~ tillie dlerivatives. Thie ~lvlialliics ol, Ihle Iliotor contrtol sYseijil coiil)ed(fIill I)airallel ) Wit I
its eilvir()ltiielt c-anl Ie described by v lie "111ii of, tliree dlist inct for-ce fiehlds: ( ) it a i lie inv~ariali;

coitiplioent . I)((J~. (j.). rejireselit jug lie forces which depenld (iIt lie *pIassive or uiutnioduilatled
s Vst eiui (Inainics (hlonies. lelidolls. ligauinents. coniiect ive t issue,,. etc.).' (2) at thine Mliarianit

coltih~lmentt. 11 q.iq. q). rep~resent ilugl" efre vici(eiul oh tlidyiiisofIleeiruiiiit

and (3) a little varying colitliponelt. ((q.il. t). relireseltillg thle for1ces which dcIepeld onl Ilie

olper~t ion of' thle conitroll1(r. lol lowing. 1) Aleut bertC 5 pri 11 Il~e. th len(titre tcii/i'.r(ihln
dv ait nics is suinniihiarizell li ait eq nililri uill conidi tion:

D(el.ý. ij) + EQ1.q*. ij) = ('(q. i. 1) I

The force hield rep~resented by I)v is it self a sumn of iniertilal and velocityv delpenidvii f'orces. Thle
jinertijal cotlij)lifeit of' this field is dlue to tie accelerat ion of' the s vs ivin alil is def41iied as a

vecoreltla ii lignit ude to hut op~posite to the dlirect ion of the ratofciieofuouenIli
of' tilie niass of thle sYstelli. If wve rest rict our attlentijoln to Newtonian iuueciaiiical svstetiis. we
cali assumie that inertijal forces are linearly related to accelerat ion. lin this (case. the field 1) canl

l)e written as:

wher I eprsens th s yseins nass in generalized1 coordlinates (aln Inertia ritat rix. which niax

b~e a function of configurationi). and 6' rel)resents the rest of the p)ositioni and velocity depenldentl
forces (i.e.. Coriolis, friction. etc.).

Let us considler a control systemi that is cap~able of guidling a limb) along a dlesiredl IrajectorvN

q((() in the null environment E£ 0. One way to obtain t his dlesire(] tracking behavior is by'
p~icking the right hand side of Eq. (4) to he anl id(a(I contiIml r' sp~ecified b)'% I(q )ir'( ) + G( q. q* ).
This simpjlifies Eq. (4) to ij = j*( I). f'roin which it follows that front sonic given initial p)osition
and velocity, the systemi will follow the (lesiredl trajectory. .Note that this ideal conitrol hinput
describ~es a timne varying force field: for a given desired acceleration, a force vector is assignedl
to each point in the state-sp~ace of the systemn. XAe namie this ide~a) controller 'P. i.e..

We call t his controller --ideal" because it Inay' well l)e t hat oilte canntot uinipleuneuit its field usinig
the available actuators and local controllers. However, one tna iv be able to) al)l)roxiluiate its force
field, resulting in alt internal niodel. of lie systemi (vnatlnics. Let ius call t his intteriial miodel 't):

15P -D D(q.f i./) ( 7)

'There is not a single component in t he scenario of biological systems thfat nuaY he properlY characterized as

"time- invariant"- bones grow. and liganments age. Here, however, we are primarily concerned with Ith scal CI( of

the temporal intervals within which changes occur. Ini this respect, the nieuuromuiscuilar cont rolling system operates

on the scale of t10' seconds. lit contrast. tie changes iii thle tinnodulated dynuaniics. D. maY be assumned to

occur on a time interval that is 5 or more ordhers of mnagniitude longer.
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def'ined'4 lby I lie hllt miwiiii field l
P + >)±L

W'e have~ justd shown~v t hat f lit, initernal iiiodlil Ior1 a secohid-oirdor 1 illie-itivariaditll hld Ah'.q4.Y*/.

as it fist order t inle-varyiiit hield P~qt ý.OI. III ellect. th lin'iterinal iI~llel is ilut it iillodel (if' flit,

dyniamiical systemi. bilut a iitlu'l of1 Ihle idel4I cont rolle4r lot. thfat (idynamical sV~stvlli.

V idorti uiiatelv. evenl withI all exact 1110(141. i.''.. if' thle simiilarity% iil'lEq. i) is replaced'( by
aii equalit y. Ilie resuiltiiig con pled systeiii will lbe 1linst i lule aliou I t Iet ( desi I( d I raji.(I(tory: ()IIir

contiroller will not beivable to ciiipenlsal e for 1 lieslight est iiulexpocctd chliaige ii iniit ial (4iildi'oill

or for any, perturiblat ion occuirrinig dulrinig thle moi~vemienit. One way to overcoiiif 1this is, to (lefilie
ou1 conit roller ( ,ill Eqf. ( 1) ( assiiiiling at iiiill eiiyiroliiii lf i n.i 1(1 ow ) so that it colililuii4' Owli

iinternial iiodel oif Eq. (7) witI ain erro feedback ~stein ii ligtil'( to pro ~vi st afilji about 14li

de4s i red( t rajec toryv

wvhere S, is a converginig force field about th liedsired state of W le syslivii at liiii L. ime.. it

has, zecro forces only whieii both o(f' its arg~uiiieiis are zoro. It call 1)4 deiioiist rate t'11hat bly

properly Selecting behavior of' ft(li field .1 about this 1i1ill positioii. aiit Ililt i-inlput. Iiiulilt i-oiit )l~ii
iioi-liiiear systemli such ats that of'a .i iilt i-joint aria will he stable alboutii d esiredl t rajectorv
dlesp~ite uinicert aintieiis ini i nitijal poit ion and errors ini th lienteriial iiiodlcl (Slotline anid Li VI 99 .

Now let us a pply ani cinvironmeneit E_ $ 0 antiu conisider thle probleii of Winidiig a now~ colni tvleIr

such that q~ () is still thle solut ion flor Ihli coiupled (Iviaillics described by Eq. ( 1). The pirocedluire
is siml a r to thle one juist described: idea lly. we would( like to rep~lace t Iii right hiand side of* Eq.
(4) by the hield: P .t./)+ Cfq .I.where 17 is an ideal counto inipuit chosen, such thfat thle
(liflereut ial equat ion Qy) . .ij) =C( q. ý. ) has a soluttion q( I) froiii a giveii iii thial pAosit io e
theref'ore expre'ss ithle new contitroller as:

('(q. t]. 1) = + C-S(q - q'(t). i -()

where Q(q. 4i. t) is our tuiodel of t he environment. expresse as a first on~rde Oitii varyinig field:

Assuming t hat t lie systecmi was capable of lprodluicintg t Ie( (desiredl t ra ject ory iii t li ablsenice of a ii
en vironmuenit. thlen it is appa~dreii thIiat as t -- A. lie ('oipel pii (ia iics ts redu tcedl back to the
form of Eq. (4I). of which the (desi red t rajectory q (I) was a p~art icuilar solution.

This frmalism shares a key con)icept with I the leartiiig thleory forwardied by Kelso Salt zna ii
and~ coworkers A MKls and~ Schloner INS)X. Saltzntin anud Keso I 989. Schioiwr et all. 1992). where
a motor plani is achiievedl thIirough a chiaiige iii lie (lyiiantics of' the( effect or sucli t Iiat ft( linew
dynamics have anl -at tractor- at lie toi- b-lea rued trajectory. Ilii ot her wvords, here, we are,
reiterattiiig thle classical paradligmn of adaptive control. according to which iii order to cope,
withI a changing en virontment it is sufHicieuiot to4 ad(l a comtipoiient to ft(li contitroller whItichi has
lie sJpeci fc task of identlving ft(li new dyliiahiiis. In his (case. the iden tihfcation is t irough

alplmrxiiiatioii of a time-varyng force hoeld C. which replresenits the idleal 'ont rol iiniut it) thle
en viroinmitent . Thle goal of adaptation is to fBuid C. ine. thle initernial model of ft( li' iivi ron)ti.iel

such t hat the siiiilarity in Eq. ( 10) is replalced wvithI aii equlalit> . If' this is achieved . thlie all
trakecories t ha t thle coiit rller was able to pvrfhrit in thle niuill eiivi ronimeinit a re eq uiaIlly well

porformi4d in ft( litoii-zer() eniviroimet.iii
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2.5.2 A model of the controller for reaching movements

We cohilIsl4'l tithe livi4liesis t hat. it it sublject interacts ith\j tile 14 euii~jn)[1li'tial fnorc4' field. III#,

initernial niti(i4(14]o Ifat field (ie. lFq. 10) l)4(01ines more41 1114 ijnore a(uiraie. Onfx.W w (y to qualil it

I hi'. gradual~ de4ve'lopme4'i ~ nt s 1421-ll I 14'114 in~l it of11a 111t4'l-4'IIE'( (4((siio'()Ill\ '%4 w( rIIP)\4'( Owi

fie'ld al it Ii'(,iisel nfI inoveltietit arid nhiserved It()% I lie hand11 tra jectories Ibelilvetl (0c1niitaedIn

whel4 til subjec ha1)4( il l unt '4'l expse I j4'.' lle4114 fieldI. If' all internal4 llidll)I' had Inril4('( 111414 %\e

shoun1ld be4 able4 1) lpl4'(ict i4 ch1111g4' ill the4 hand1( trajec(tory ba11sed on t ile simuiilatlion 441 it coiiI 14

sys&tem ntha va' l~lem(1(' i )n'.'.ihhhO' h)\ t14 1( ilet114 expecte vi4lvh'. iiivltf.(1 ali~ ('rcs Not tha \%'4'/4 tiý

1 Il'lalilol was. Ilad poss.r4'1 1ible 2 b ll th I'a t thalt I(41 f'llrce fields ill Fj4'C ( I )1(1 1(3)41r (I '1(Illil( when14

miti jal m nio f 1110v4'tti('l it" I he4 f4ied 1111hall ' bel elhloved(.

Ilii order In sitiiluhalethe alr-evffects dadafpt111 m. wveiniial ' vh con~siderl of thle 1 it4 of lear~lmuig

to reach 14In arg4ils ini 114he!Old of Eq. ( I ). Thie skeletl dyn(VIaiiic., oh* Eq. (5.) were' simulhlatedl mI'
each subh)ject i~usiti,, a1li ineti( al thatx iX1,Q ) as' uileashl hby lifeUhn ('i Al ( VON,~ ) and( gkvet An

a typ~ical s.ub)ject ill Table14 I (Ow Coerijolis atid cen~trip~etal lotTe'' whIichl miake' it) Ihle G miat rix

call b)e dlerived(l lroii Ih Il'1411ia leilsor. Af Slotvan ljt 1( iI99) p. J) 100t Klmll10 Es. (-1) amld (5)

weh l:I(q) (ij+ (.(q. 4) + *'(')' B? I(q) qý = (q -q./ ) (I I )

Ising tIhe' notion of all interiial model. t lhe coilt roller C 'was. define fI'(for 1114' case oif a nieiroli us-
(lilar systemu ill th lIe oit of' Eq. (9):

('(q.~.) i 71 + (^, + /V- (q - q(1)) - V (il - (t)(12)

whei(re IV alid V were joinut st iiffiess ad 111viscosity mtat rices dlescribhing, 1144 b~ehavior of' 1 Ie field
S~ ini Eq. (9) ahloult th desi(151red traiiject ory. For each subject. W(' assum ied a joint st iffniess miat rix

IV as mieasure I,(-ll~ NI tssa- lvaldli et a] . (19835). a joint visconns mtat rix I' as. mteasuired by Tsuji
anid (;oto ( 1993) Ox (. same orien tat ion and~ shape as t hat of joiflt st iffnjess. scaled 1wy 0.15 sec) .

an it( ad(esi redl Ihan path deI((scribe by'l ) a mminimnurn jerk t ra ject ory last intg 0.65 seconid(s. The

part icnilar va.lutes of' thlese variables art( suit nllarize(1 in Tab~le I.

3 Results

Our pmaraligni was oIIC iii which reaching ilovelnewts wvere mladle Wh Iile OW helanid ititract ed wit I)
a programllmable mechanical enivi rotnmenit. This enivironment was a p~rogrammliab~le force field
iniplernente( by a ligi weight roliot tlaflip)ilatldum whose etil -effect or thle su ldect graspedl
while' ma kin rgleachlin g miovenIilt s. WXheii thle ian aii ) anuni~Ui was Iprohiii rg a fore hield. Owher
were forces which aoted on the liand as Hi made( a mtioeitetit. clhangingi tig1lie dynIamiics of the
armi. When('tit( limianiii ulandui~iii s mrotors were lurued (AL. we say t hat t he hand was Itovi rg iii

a -nuil field-.

3.1 Hand trajectories before adaptation

Our first objecive was lo determlinie how anl utiatiticipalvod velocilh V (('J4'ientt field affected

thle executit on of' reaching miovemrIenits. The forces ill thle Wied (e.g.. Eq. 1 . as shiown iln Fig. 3A)

vanii shled when lie haniid w~as at rest. t hat is. at tilie 1eiw i ii rg and ( at t he end4( of tilie mioveernti.

Ilowever, as showni ini Figure 4B. ~i significanit force was exerte(1 iiiw i , nv whe twheianid velocityv
was near mnaximinumn. hlow would t his force i nllflierice tilie executIiont of a miovemient,! Would
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Figure 5: Typical hand trajectories at the right workspace ili a null force field during no visual feedback
conditions. l)ots are 10 znsec apart.

subjects follow a pre-l)lanned trajectory that was scarcely influenced by this perturbation or
would they modify the movement and the final position in response to the perturbing force?
To answer this question. we compared reaching movements in the null field with those in a
force field. Trajectories in the null field are shown in Fig. 5. As observed in previous reports
(Morasso 1981. Flash and llogan. 1985). the hand path was essentially along a straight line to
the target. The velocity profile (see Fig. 9A) had one peak. with approximately equal times
spent to accelerate and decelerate the hand.

Once our subjects were familiar with the task of reaching within the null field, we begun
to introduce a force field in random trials as detailed in the methods. We should stress that
at this stage. subjects could not anticipate the presence of the field before the onset of the
movement because the force field was not effective when the hand was at rest and no other
cities were available. Furthermore. during the movement, the cursor indicating hand position
was blanked. eliminating visual feedback. Figure 6 shows the hand trajectories (average ±
standard-deviation) of a typical subject wheni tile lnovemlents were executed under the influence
of the field shown in Fig. 3A. Figure 9B shows the tangential velocity of hand trajectories in this
field. This field was designed to have opposing effects along two directions. At approximately
:30 and 210 degrees the field produced resisting forces that opposed movement as a viscous
fluid would do. At approximately 120 and :300 degrees the forces assisted the movement. thus
p)roducing a de-stal)ilizing effect.

Note that the effect of the field on the hand trajectory was quite significant and may be
divided into two parts. In the first part. the hand was driven off-course byv the field and forced
towards the unstable direction of the field. Movements to targets at 0. 225. 270. and :115 degrees

are pulled toward the unstable region at :300 degrees. while movenments to the remaining targets
are pulled toward the unstable region at 120 degrees. At the end of this first part. the field had
cause(d the hand to veer off the direction of tile target and the hand decelerate(d and stopped

11
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Figure 6: Performance during initial exposure to a force field: Shown are hand trajectories to targets at
the right workspace while moving in the force field shown in Fig. 3. Movements originate at the center.
All trajectories shown are under no visual feedback condition. Dots are 10 nisec apart.

before making a second movement to the target. The pictorial effect of these two parts of the
hand trajectory appeared as a -'hook" that was oriented either clockwise or counterclockwise.
The orientation and the overall appearance of this hook was found to depend upon the position
of the target and the pattern of forces in the field, and was very similar among the 8 subjects.

One may interpret the hooks shown in Fig. 6 as -'corrective movements" that are generated
to compensate for the errors caused by the unexpected field. In light of the fact that no visual
feedback was available to the subjects during the movements shown in Fig. 6. this correction
might imply some explicit reprogramming of the movement based on proprioceptive information
detecting the error in the hand trajectory. Alternatively. this feature of the trajectory might
be a byproduct of a -robust" control system implementing a singlh pn'yram: In this case. the
program would be to simply move the hand along a desired trajectory to the target. The
corrective movements might result because of the natural interaction between the mechanical
properties of the arm. as imposed front the controller, and the force field produced by the
tnanil)ulandum. To explore this scenario, we simulated the operation of a controller acting on
the arm's skeletal system via antagonistic muscles within the force field. The controller, which
is detailed in the Methods section (Eq. 12). was designed based on the assumption that the goal
was to move the limb along a smooth. straight line trajectory to the target. We further assumed
that the controller had. through years of practice. composed an accurate internal model of the
skeletal dynamics. This internal model was used to activate the muscles and produce torques
such that the system defined by Eq. (4) (and assuming a null field) had, in ideal conditions
(i.e.. with a perfect internal model of the skeletal dynamics). a solution identical to the desired

12



Table 1: Nlechanical paranieters of tihe sinulaed human arm

U ppera riii mass 1.93 kp
center of mass 0.165 (ii
inertia 0.0141 kg.ni 2

leigt h 0.33 m

[orearin mass 1.52 kg

center of muass 0.19 Vn
inertia .01,S0ý kg.i-2

lengt h1 0.34 m
Stiffness - 15 -6 Vn/a

-6 -6 1

Viscosity -2.3 -0.9 Vi1e/a
Stifnss ~ j N.use/rad

• -0.9 -2.4J1

trajectory. However. recognizing that there might be errors in this internal model. the controller
used the viscoelastic properties of the antagonist muscles to make the system stable about this

desired trajectory, i.e.. the system resisted perturbations (whether external or due to model
errors) as it moved along the planned trajectory. In our simulation of the initial response to a

force field, we assumed that the controller had no knowledge of the forces in the environment.
i.e.. . = 0. Then we calculated the desired joint-trajectories. q*(I). 4(t),•l(t), corresponding

to straight-line movements of the hand towards the 8 targets. Finally. given the parameters in

Table 1. we integrated Eq. (4) for producing the motion of the hand within the test field.

The results of this simulation are shown in Fig. 7. We found that there was a striking
resemblance between the result of the modeled control system (Fig. 7) and those measured in

our subjects (Fig. 6). In particular. the presence of the --hooks" as well as their orientation
is accurately accounted for by the modeled controller. The quantitative differences between

model and Oata are likely a consequence of errors and simplifications in estimating mechanical
parameters of the arm of each subject: for example, in Eq. 12, we assumed a constant stiffness

K for the arm. This is true when the arm is near the desired position. i.e.. when q - q* is
small. However, it is known that K becomes progressively and significantly smaller as the

distance between the actual and desired hand positions increasos (Shadmehr et al. 1993). The
simulations also suffer from the fact that our dyvnamiical model neglects the small but non-zero

forces due to the inertia of the manipulandum.

The observed corrective movements or hooks in Fig. 6 are consistent with the operation of
a controller which is attempting to move the limb along a desired trajectory and bring it to a
specified target position. Because this controller uses muscle viscoelastic properties to define

an attractor region about the desired trajectory, the hand is eventually brought back to near
the target position. The hooks result from the interactioii of the viscoelasti( properties of the

muscles and the force field which perturbs the system from its desired trajectory. Indeed, the
results of the model suggests that the subjects mnay be executing a single program. i.e.. that of

moving the hand along a specified plan.
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Figure 7: Simulated hand trajectories for the skeletal dynamics of Eq. (11) with thie controller of Eq.

(12) in the force field of Fig. 3 before having formed an internal model. i.e.. F = 0. Dots are 10 nisec

apart.

3.2 Adaptation to the force field

After measuring the movements of the arm in the null field as well as the initial responses to
the unanticipated force field, we asked our subjects to keep executing reaching movements in
the force field. We wish to stress that we did not give any instructions regarding the trajectory
with which the targets should have been reached. Nevertheless, as the subjects practiced in the
force field, the "hooks" shown in Fig. 6 eventually vanished and the hand trajectories became
increasingly similar to those observed in the null field (Fig. 5). The progression of hand position
traces as measured under conditions of no visual feedback and in the presence of the force field
during the first., second, third, and final target sets (each target set consisted of 250 movements)
are shown in Fig. 8. Although the force field initially caused a significant divergence from the
trajectory that was normally observed for a reaching movement, with practice. the subjects
tended to converge upon this straight line trajectory. This recovery of the original unperturbed
response constitutes a clear example of an adaptive behavior.

Further evidence of motor adaptation is offered by the significant change that occurred in
the hand velocity profile at the onset of exposure to the force field. and after completion of the
practice trials: Figure 9A shows the hand tangential velocity traces obtained when the hand
was moving in a null field (corresponding to the hand position traces of Fig. 5). Consistent
with previous studies (cf. Flash and Hogan 1985). these velocity traces are approximately along
straight lines and symmetric in time. The hanid velocity traces at the initial stage of practice
in the force field (corresponding to the hand position traces of Fig. 6) are shown in Fig. 9B.
After practice in the force field. the velocity traces strongly resemble those recorded in a null
field: In Fig. 9C we have the velocity traces while the subject was completing the practice trials
in the force field (corresponding to the hand position traces of Fig. 81D). Although the average
velocity of the hand trajectory is now larger (as compared to Fig. 9A). the velocity trace for
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Figtire 8: Average --standard-deviation of hand trajectories during tihe training period In tihe forcefield of Fig. 3. Performiance plotted during the first, second, third, and final :250 targets (A. B, C, and
D, respectively). All trajectories shown are under no-visual feedback condition.

each target has essentially the same pattern as that observed for movements in a null field.In order to quantify the time course of adaptation. we studied how the hand trajectoriesevolved as compared to those observed in the null field. For each subject. we compared thetrajectories in the null field to those obtained as the subject practiced in the force field. Thiscomparison was made through computation of a correlation coefficient between pairs of trajec-tories (Appendix 1). We found that the average correlation between a trajector 'y in the null fieldand one in the force field increased with the amnount of practice movements performed by thesubject in the force field. The computed correlation coefficient for trajectories performed byall subjects are shown in Fig. 10. Remarkably. all the subjects displayed a strictly monotonic
evolution of the correlation coefficient. While the initial value was scattered between 0.5 and
0.8, after 500 movements all subjects had reached a similarity included between 0.S5 and 0.9.The convergence of the trajectories in a force field to that observed in the null field strongly
suggested the existence of a kinematic plan, or desired trajectory. independent of task dynamics.
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Figure 9: Tangential hand velocities before and after adaptation to the force field shown in Fig. 3.
Traces are, from top to bottom, for targets at 0'. 450 ..... 315'. A: Hand velocities in a null field before
exposure to the force field (corresponding to position traces in Fig. 5). B: Hand velocities upon initial
exposure to the force field (corresponding to position traces in Fig. 6). Hand velocities after 1000 reaching
movements in the field (corresponding to position traces in Fig. 8D).

Our subjects did not seem to be aware of the process of adaptation and of the change in their
performance. The only subjective indication that some adaptive change had occurred was
given by a variation in the sense of effort associated with the task. During the first batch of

250 movements within the disturbing field, some subjects reported an intense sense of effort.
Paradoxically, this sense of effort diminished drastically after about 500 movements. At the
end of the training period most subjects reported that they were "'not feeling" the test field
anymore.

3.3 After-effects

One way-although by no means the only way-for the subjects to recover the initial motor
performance (what we have called the desired trajectory) after the exposure to the test field
was by developing an internal model of this field. This internal model is the term & in the
expression of our model controller (Eq. 12). On the other hand. if after tile development of
an internal model the test field is removed, then one expects to see a change in the resulting
trajectory. This change is called an "after-effect" of the adaptation.

We simulated the after-effect1 by setting = BJ" in our controller model (Eq. 12) and E = 0
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Figure 10: The average correlation coefficient for movements in a test force field as compared to

movements iii a niull field, as a function of practice trials in the force fiheld. Each line represents a
subject.

in our dynamics model (Eq. -1). This simulation corresponds to the assumption that subjects
developed a perfect approximation of the force field and that this approximation remained in
effect as the force field was unexpectedly changed to the null field. Again. the commanded

joint-trajectories corresponded to straight-line. mintimum jerk movements of the hand towards
the 8 targets. The results of this simulation are shown in Figure 11. Qualitatively. one can see
that the after effects are "opposite- to the initial perturbations induced by the field and shown
in Fig. 7. In particular. (1) the hooks are oriented in opposite directions and (2) the metrics of
movements is reversed: long movements in Fig. 7 correspond to short movements in Fig. 11 and(
vice versa. Indeed this qualitative result should be expected otn the basis of the fact that the
differential equation which generates the after effects can be obtained by subtracting the test
field from the original dynamics within the null field. Therefore. these two features described
above can be regarded as a strong property. almost like a "signature". of an internal model of

the imposed force field.
Experimentally, we tested the hypothesis that adaptation in the subjects involved develop-

ment of an internal model by removing the force field at the ons, 4f movement and recording
the after-effect. We removed the field at random trials during the period of adaptation to the
test field. We found that the magnitude of the after-effects grew with the length of exposure
to the force field: Figure 12 illustrates the temporal progression of after-effects, as measured
under conditions of no visual feedback and in the null field, during the first, second, third.
and final target sets. The size of the after-effect, as indicated by the deviation of the hand
trajectory from a straight line. grew with practice in the force field. By tlte final target set (Fig.
12D), the hand trajectory in the null field was significantly skewed. Remarkably. the observed
after effects at the end of the adaptation period had the same qualitative features as those
predicted by our simulation of an internal model within the null field (Fig. 11). In particular.
by comparing Fig. 8 with Figure 12D. one can see that (1) all the hooks had reversed directions
and (2) the metrics of movement has changed as in the simulation.

This finding is consistent with the hypothesis that subjects adapted to the force field by
creating an internal model that approximated the dynamics of the environment. In addition.
the data shown in Fig. 12 indicate that most of the development of this internal model took

place during practice trials in the first and second target sets. as indicated by the progressive
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Figure 11: Simulated after-effect trajectories: Hand trajcctories for the skeletal dynamics of Eq. (11)

in a null force field with the controller of Eq. (12). assuming that tihe controller had formed an interrnal
model of the force field shown in Fig. 3.

development of after-effects during these periods (Fig. 12A and 12B). From this observation
one would expect that performances of the subjects in the force field should have shown most
of its improvement rather early in the training. This is in agreement with the correlation curves
shown in Fig. 10: in general. for all subjects the correlation coefficient increased most rapidly
at the early stage of exposure to the field, indicating that the subjects had composed a fairly
accurate internal model of the imposed force field by the midpoint of the training session.

3.4 Transferred after-effects

Our results in Fig. (12) provide a strong indication that adaptation occurred through the
development of an internal model of the applied mechanical environment. What is the structure
of this model and how is it represented in the nervous system? A priori. there are several

legitimate hypotheses. This internal model can be regarded as a mapping between the state of
the arm (position and velocity) and the corresponding force exerted by the environment. In an
artificial system. one may implement such a mapping as a look-up table by storing away in some
memory location the forces encountered at each state visited during the period of adaptation
(cf. Raibert 1978. Miller 1978. Atkeson and Reinkensmeyer 1989). This type of local mapping
has also been proposed in biological models, such as the one formulated by Albus (1975) for the
cerebellum. In psychophysics. this kind of model is called a "'specific exemplar model" and has
been used to suggest a mechanism for learning a motor task (cf. Chamberlin and Magill 1992).
Of course. if the internal model were a look- up table. adaptation would occur only at (or in
the neighborhood of) the visited states. As a consequence. no after effect should be detectable
if. after the adaptation. the null field was presented at some location outside the neighborhood
visited during the training period.
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Figure 12: Afier effects of adaptation to the force, field shown i n Fig. 3 at the right workspace. Shown
are average ± standard-deviation of the hand trajectories while moving in a null field during the training
period for the first, second, third, and final 250 targets (A, B. C, and D. respectively). All trajectories
shown are under no-visual feedback condition.

To test this hypothesis regarding the representation of the internal model as a local associ-
ation between states and forces. we asked our subjects to make reaching movements in the null
field at the left workspace before and after having been exposed to the test field at the right
workspace (workspaces are shown in Fig. 2). Fig. 13A shows a set of trajectories in the null field
at the left workspace. These trajectories were obtained before the subject practiced movements
in the force field at the right workspace. Figure 13B shows the average trajectories obtained
from the same subject. in the same left workspace and with the same null field. but after the
subject had adapted to the field in the right workspace. Clearly. there were substantial after-
effects in the left workspace resulting from adaptation in the right workspace. This finding is
not compatible with the hypothesis that subjects developed an internal model by building a
look-up table, that is. a local association between visited states and experienced forces. On
the contrary. the internal model appeared to extend and -'generalize" quite broadly outside the
portion of workspace explored during the period of adaptation. This pattern of generalization.
as evidenced by the transferred after-effects. was similar in all subjects. regardless of whether
they had trained at the right workspace in an endpoint translation invariant field (Eq. 1) or a
joint translation invariant field (Eq. 3).
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Once we had established that the internal model was not inerelv a Iol as.ociation between
states and forces, a question that remained was how thei internal model extrapolated outsidet lhe
region where the subject had trained. ('oncerning t his issue. one iiay define two broad clas.,e,
of generalizations. In one class, Ihe generalization iiav be tile out colie of some cognitive
inference about tile inechanical properties of the environnienlt. For examiple. if we are st irring
a can of paint, from physics we know that we should experience the saiie forces on our hand
(for a given halld trajectory) regardless of the location of the paint (all in t lhe workspace of our
arm. In this sense, we would expect the viscous field representing tle mechanical properties
of the p)aint to be translation invariant in endpoint coordinates. This expect ation would be
reflected in the geometric structure of our internal model: the internal model would be a map
between motion and forces in an extrinsic coordinates. Consistent with it le properties of tile
environment. it would predict identical forces acting on tile hand when movements are done in
the novel region of the workspace (as compared to movements in the regioi where we trained).
As a consequence. the adaptation to a velocity-dependent field in lie right workspace would
also imtply the adaptation to the same force field in the left workspace. In order to achieve this
type of generalization, it is necessary to postulate the existence of further computations that
transform predicted end-point forces (output of the internal model) into muscle torques across
the workspace.

Alternatively, adaptation may be through composition of an internal model that does not
require further coordinate transformations: it simply represents the environment in terms of a
map between motion and forces in the coordinate system of its sensors and actuators. This
model would be implemented by a controller that. during execution of the task, effectively
changes the dynamical behavior of the muscles to approximate and compensate for the force
field in tile region visited during adaptation. Indeed, these changes iii muscle behavior are
bound to have some effect beyond the region in which the subject was trained. For example.
by activating the pectoralis (a single-joint flexor of the shoulder) a subject may compensate a
force directed toward the elbow. Let us assume that this muscle activation is the outcome of
the internal model and that there is no other computation dedicated to perform any coordinate
transformation. Then, when the arm is at another configuration the internal model will produce
the same muscle activation if the same state of the arm is given as input. Of course this time tile
output force will be different because there is a different geometrical relation between pectoralis
activation and endpoint force in the new location of the arm. In this second case. we would
expect the internal model to be translation invariant in an intrinsic coordinate system. and
generalization to he a side-effect of biomechanics.

Our experimental results clearly favor this second scenario where the forces in the environ-
ment are generalized in terms of an intrinsic coordinate system. i.e.. in terms of torques on
joints. The after-effects observed at the left workspace (Fig. 13B) were significantly different
than those observed at the right (Fig. 12D). For example. compare movements to targets at
450, 1350. 225' and 315' in each figure. These differences suggested that based on the internal
model formed after practice in the right workspace. the subjects expected to interact with very
different forces at the left workspac-,. We tested this hypotheses directly by having subjects
which practiced in the field shown in Fig. 3A at the right workspace, make movements without
visual feedback in the field shown in Fig. 4A at the left workspace. The results are shown
for a typical subject in Fig. 14A: This subject belonged to Group 1. i.e.. trained at the right
workspace on the endpoint translation invariant field described by Eq. (1). Although forces in

Figs. 3A and 4A are nearly orthogonal. the subject performed near perfectly (p = 0.91) at the
left workspace in the field of Fig. 4A. The same subject's performance in tile left workspace
was poor (p = 0.62) in the field of Fig. 3A (shown in Fig. 14B). This indicated that tile subject
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Figure 13: Transferred after-effects: Average ± standard-deviation of hand trajectories while inoxing

in a null field at the left workspace. A: Before the subject practiced imlovemnenits in tlie field of Fig. 3

at the right workspace. B: After the subject practiced movements in the field of Fig. 3 at the right

workspace.

generalized the force field in terms of an intrinsic coordinate system.
The performance of all subjects in the two force fields at the left workspace was quantified

by computing the correlation coefficient between the trajectories in each force field and the
trajectory in the null field. These coefficients are shown in Fig. 15. The results consistentlvy
indicated that subjects retained the kinematic features of the adapted behavior when the envi-
ronment was translated to the novel region of the workspace in joint coordinates. an(l not when
this translation was in endpoint coordinates. This rejected the hypothesis that the internal
model attributed a hand-based invariance to the environmental field.

4 Discussion

We used the paradigm of a programmable mechanical environment in order to study how the
motor control system adapts to a change in the dynamics of a well rehearsed task. The task
which we considered was a reaching movement where the hand interacted with a force field
produced by a robot manipulandum. We chose a force field which significantly changed the
dynamics of the task. resulting in a large change in the trajectory that the hand took in making
a reaching movement (as compared to moving in a null field). The objective was to observe
how the subjects responded to this change in the system dynamics.

We tested the hypothesis that in programming a reaching movement, the (NS initially
specifies a desired trajectory of the hand and then uses an internal model of the limb's dynamics
to produce torques appropriate for moving the hand along this desired trajectory. When the
limb's dynamics were changed (by imposing a force field on the hand). the internal model was
no longer accurate. resulting in the hand moving along a trajectory that deviated from the
desired behavior. This error, as observed over repeated movements, led to gradual updating of
the internal model so that it eventually approximated the new dynamics of the limb. In the
current study, we found evidence regarding existence of a desired trajectory and that the motor
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Figure 14: Average ± standard-deviation of hand tra.p-c!,.)ries during initial exposure to a field at the

left workspace inmnediately after the suhbect practiced niovezuients in tlie field shown in Fig. 3 at the
right workspace. A: Performance at the left workspace ill tie field of Fig. 1. B: Performance at I lie left

workspace in the field of Fig. 3.

controller achieved this desired performance via all explicit composition of all internal model.

4.1 Evidence for a desired trajectory

The task of moving the hand to a target position is ill-posed in the sense that the subject
may choose from an infinite set of trajectories to achieve the goal. Yet. for two-dimensional
movenients with moderate accuracy requirements (such as our task). it has been demonstrated
that subjects tend to move their hand smoothly and along a straight line (Morasso 1981,
Soechting and Lacquaniti 1981. Flash and Ilogant 1985). Reaching movements are characterized
by fairly constant duration, whatever their direction or extent, and a bell-shaped curve of the
tangential hand velocity versus time (Morasso 1981). Here we confirmed this observed this
phenomenon as subjects performed the task in a null field (Figs. 6 and 9A). hi addition. we
found that when the dynamics of the task were changed by imposing a force field onto the hand.
the result was hand trajectories which deviated significantly from this smooth, straight line pat h.
as is shown in the position traces of Fig. 7. and velocity traces of Fig. 9B. Nevertheless. through
practice. the subjects" hand trajectories converged to the trajectory observed during null field
conditions (Figs. 8 and 10). This convergence was gradual but monotonic in all subjects.
consistent with an adaptive process whose goal was to compensate for the forces imposed by
the field and return the hand's trajectory to that produced before the perturbation. This finding
suggests that the kinematics observed in reaching movements is not merely a consequence of
arm dynamics but reflects the presence of a plan, i.e.. a desired trajectory.

4.2 Properties of the desired trajectory

Can we specify the criterion that the ('NS uses to specify the desired trajectory? The desired
performance of a controlled system is usually established by a criterion, or optimization prin-
ciple. expressed in a particular coordinate system (e.g.. the coordinate system of the task. cf.
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Figure 15: Sunmiary of performance in the left workspace after training at thle right workspace. Sul-
jects in (Group I trained oni lie field given by Eq. (1). while subjects in GrouI, 2 trained in field given by
Eq. (3). The two fields were essentially identical in lhe right workspace bill orthogonal at t lhe lft. Showit
are average correlation coefficients for mnovenments in the left workspace in a force field as coil)liared to
movements in a null field for the same subject. Light gray bars are for movements in field given by
Eq. (3) while dark gray bars are for movements in field given by Eq. (1). Perfor,,mance was significant ly
better in both Groups when the force field was transferred to the left workspace iu terms of'joint Iorques
rather than end point forces.

Flash and Hogan 1985. .Jordan and Runtelhart 1992. Jordan 1993). For skilled movements of
the arm. this criterion appears to l)e one of smoothness. Specifically. in tile context of reaching
movements in the horizontal plane. Flash and Hogan (1985) have noted thai the hand's tra-
jectorv is well described by a fuinction which maximizes a measure of smoothness. In a similar
work. Stein et al. (1988) have shown that in the single joint case. the optimal fit to joinl veloc-
ity is a Gaussian function. which is also consistent with an optimization of smool hness ( Poggio
and Girosi 1990). Even in more complicated tasks such as reaching around obstacles. there is
evidence that with practice. the trajectory of the hantd becomes progressively smoother (Abend
et al. 192. Schneider and Zernicke 1929). Therefore. this optimization of smoothness in terms
of the trajectory of the hand serves as a possible computational principle that the ('NS might
be using to describe the desired performance during a reaching movement.

A characteristic of the above hypothesis is I hat the desired behavior of the arm is achieved
via a purely kinematic principle. i.e.. smoothness of the change in tlie position of the hand. This
is appealing as it would imply a separation between the planning and lite execution stages of tle
motor task: as long as the task is to move the hand to a target position. the desired trajectory
remains a smooth, straight line path (in task coordinates), regardless of whether a force field
is present. As Bernstein (1967) noted, this kind of separation of planning from execution is
inherent to a hierarchical structure where a change in the dynamics of the controlled system
does not affect the definition of the desired behavior.

Alternatively. one can forward other computational principles which the ('NS might be
using to define a desired trajectory where the stage of planning is highly dependent otn the
stage of execution. For example. consider that the ('NS could specify a des;red trajectory for
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h le handil stitli that thle Iarget i " re itIrkId theI Ii,- eI f I' .II I~- . 1hr an ,lf I (eifIetII a,
it nrrastire of eirerg\ . biasedi oil tlire physical (of I tw lto oiirrveirert Nelson 19,S:). or hased onI

clhanges inl tire force., or torque,, on tIrew joilits Vi vi al. PPO.). III fact. it hias beenl shownl

I la Irhe sinoot linohss airid straightl hire propert ies of' thle iraitl t rajectorv\ nirav he a lv- prod rid

of, a miiiinrriirir torqure-ciu irge criterioni ( ('i0oet al. 19.YD). hlowever . tit cont rast to I tire prei(Xors

apjproadfli. baY-ed()i i I lie 1 iris sceldrio, tilie dlesiredf Ira jector'v wouildci (ange a., a hiuci ( on of' tire

dJviianrrics, of' the task. closely lurking- tire pio -ess of' irfarriin to t hat (if'exectitioli.

'Ilre h r'(e( fiehls., htll we imuposed oil tire lidrrll a., a reacirurg ijioveiretit Was at terripted chianged
tlie tfvirarirics of, lie arilr quitei (rastiax (c. Fi1g. (1). N evertlireless, t I ou glr practice'. lthe siub-

jects, ii, intl t ra je~tci oes ('oIl Verged upiioi t ire I rajector ,v obiservedi during untpertunrb~edcl (iinit ~llis.
as shiownii i Fig. x. adin quanitified i Figif. 10. ,Illre oni1 miajor differenice \\a all dincrhrease InI

p~eak voitv( oir a verage. peak veloc-i tyv increasetd by , v( 19 withi respect to rinoveiiieiit. iii a ii till
fiel d. c f. Fig. 9C ). at pireriorireinon whinch iras been liliiked Ito repeltitioin of a irnot or task biy otlirer
invest igators ( cf. Kerr 1992). r]his ob~servedl couivergenice to thIe uinrpertuirb~ed t rajectoi v argue.%
for anr exp~licit (iescrilpt i,,i of a diesi redl t rajector whrose kiiienuiat ics are essenitinall V iii (leudeulter
of tlih. tiuarirics of thre task. iii lint, with i tle riotionr of' a separal oio of thle piiairriIig froini all
exectitioni stage.

Recenrt results front Flash antI Gurevicli ( 1992) have providled evidlenice suipplort ing t his,
idea of all invariant ki nerriat ic plani for a task where thle hand inr. 'ract td withi a static load.
Simrilarly. Lacquaniti et al. ( 1982) found that subijects which were asked to mnove a 2.5 kg
weight did so, after sonrie p~ractice trials. along essertitally ltie samie t rajector 'v as wheni miovinig
lite Irall(d without tire weight. Otir work has shown that even whlen thle change in tire d 'vinainiics

of ltre lirinh is fairly, severe. the response is a convergenice to thle t rajectory observed beforc tire
chanlge. abithscornvý,rgnemytkplc over a iarY og pract ice periodl (50(0 to 1000

niroveienit s inn our case, as shiown inn Fig. 10). This is sirrilar to thle conrclusioni reaclhed for sinrgle
diegree of freedom umovements by R niteri leek ( 1984 ). who found that when a sublject initeracted
witlin a rnannipularndiini with variable dynvianrics. practice led to a trajectory* that was inivarianti
withI respect to lthe dynamics of tire niranipulandum. These results are riot complatib~le with tire
idiea that tilie process of planning is mnainilyi influenced by tire dynamics of the task, as one would
exp~ect (different desired trajectories for different environmieuts siurce a change iii the enuvironrment
catuses a change ir thle system 's(lynanmics. Indleed. invariaice of ltie plan with respect to thre
dynamics suggests tiiat there miay be specific elements iii thre motor control hrierarchiv whichi are
concerned with the descriptioir of a desired behavior of a lin-b iii teriris of pure kirrerriatics.

4.3 Adaptation through composition of an internal model

C!onvergenrce of the hand trajectories while interacting with thle novel force field is an inidica-
t~ion of the adaptation of tire mnotor controller. We hypothesized that tins adlaptation was via
composition of an internal niodel of the imrposed force field. iii this scenario, tire initernral irrodel
is a mechanism by whrichr tire nervous sYstemn predicts the forces that wvould be acting onl ltie
hand a~s it perfornis the task.

The force field which was imposed onl the hatnd had the property of being dependent onl
the velocity of the hand. resulting in a situation where tire subject did not know wh~et her the
field was '-oil" or -~off'- until the movement was actually'N initiated. However. during the training
period. iii 9 1(X of the mnovenrents the field was on. presunruabi *v flacilitating formiation of a nrodel
of the force field which the (NS might use as a part of a conitrol svsternr to miove tire hland along
tine desired trajectory (for the remaining movements thre field was off in order to mteasure any'
after--effects of adaptation). W~e suggestedi that this control systenr nray be represented as Ilie
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suill of three collipollenIi : adl internal itiodel describing, tle dinainic. of' tlie skeletal svstein of
the arm whell inoving il ai null lield, all internal liiodel describi hg thel dvlaliiics of thle hfrce
field imposed on the hand. aid a viscoelastic or feedback systeni iielided to slabili/e thie arii
about I le desired t rajectorY ill case of errors ill t hlese model.".

Initially. tite, subject had lot foriiied a niodel of the force field. resultinlg ill a discrepancy

betweenl thli expected dynatiics of tile arin and the d(vlnatics aclualliY present. This iiodel
error led to hand ira jectories ( Fig. 7) which were significa(lltlv diflerent I than tile desired t rajec-
tories. Indeed. we found excellent correspondence betweeli trajectories produced by tile model
controller (Fig. 71) and those observed in the iiloveniilnt s of tile subject", (lFig. 6). Ili particu-

lar. we observed that the responses to tihe sul(ddehln preseitatiloll of the field were characterized
by a sharpil curved trajectory that we described as a --hook". A possible interpretation for
this hook wouhl he that the hand starts the niovemlent along a wrIong direction and that the
resulting error is corrected 1v a second mtovemient . However, there is a simipler interpretation

of the same result that does not make appeal to explicit correction processes. According to
this interpretation. the corrective inoveitient is a 1) jy-produc( of the interaction between tlie

mechanical properties of t lie arm as imposed (' the controller (t lie function S in Eq. 9) and t le
force field imposed on the hand. Presence of tile hook as well as 11e initial error in movement
direction are .;ystematically predicted by tlie simulation of tile dynamics of this model. We
wish to emphasize that our reason to favor this hypothesis. at present, rests uniquely oil its
computational simplicity as compared to the hypotheses which requires all explicit correction

process.
If the adaptive process was via composition of an internal model of the imposed force field.

then we argued that bv removing the field, once again there should be a discrepancy between
expected and actual dynamics of the system. To test this, in 9X of the movements during the
training period the force field was returned to its null condition. Our simulation of tile adaptive
controller suggested that there would be after- fffct.• of adaptation (Fig. 11). We found that
when the field was unexpectedly removed. the subjects produced trajectories similar to those

predicted by the simulation. The "magnitude" of tile observed after-effects increased gradually
with the practice period (Fig. 12). This progressive buildup of after-effects was further evidence
that the (NS improved performance via an explicit composition of an internal model.

Of course. it is easy to envision a system whose performance in response to a perturbation
improves not because of an internal model, but due to an increase in the stiffness of the system
about the desired trajectory. This alternative strategy may be achieved by an increase in the
coactivation of the muscles. As a consequence, movements would become more insensitive to
changes in the external forces. It is easy to show that modest increases in arm stiffness (about
3 folds with respect to the values measured in posture) leads to almost perfect performance
in the force field. However, if this strategy is chosen as the mode of adaptation. then it is

evident that exposure to a force field would not cause an after-effect in a null field. Indeed.
the fact that practice does cause progressively larger after-effects (Fig. 12) is strong evidence
against the hypothesis that the convergence of trajectories is due to a mechanism such as global
coactivation of muscles. This is in agreement with measurements of van Emmerik (1991) where
it was shown that during learning of a novel arm movement time stiffness of tile lind) decrra.so,
slightly.

4.4 Transfer properties of the internal model

As a subject practiced reaching movements in a force field, the after-effects suggested that an
internal model of that field was being composed. WXe can represent the information contained
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in this internal iiiodel as a map %%hlose inipiut is the state of tle arm and w hose ')ulput is a force.
Indeed. this output is the force predicted b1 t he internal mode• that would be imtnposed 1*v
tile environment as t hie arm passed through a given state. Therefore. the internal lmodlel was a
iiap which ap~proximated the force field imposed bY the mec'hanical environment. and the task
for t he subject was to learn to performn this approximt ation olrot a set of Oxamilnes ( where the
examples were provided as tihe subject made arti moventei s in the force field). WVhat are thlie

mechanisms underlying this approxiniation. The after effects Cian again iservo as a powerful
tool to reveal some of the properties of the internal niodel.

The description of a biological learning task caii often be represented as approximation of
a sensoriniotor mnap. This approach has recently vbeen imlplemelted b va dlistributed technique
inspired bv the architect tre of tlie nervous systein. In this approach. tlie mapplig is forined via
interaction of a set of non--linear computational elements which represent neuron like struct ures

(cf. Barto 1989. Poggio 1990). For example. for the task of motor learning. combinations of
non-linear basis functions have been used to implement an internal model which represents
the inverse dy(iamics of a multi-joint lind) (Raibert and Wimberly 198.1. Kawato 1989. -Jordan
1990. Shadmehr t990. Kawato and Gomi 1992. Jordan 1993). mapping states of the limb to
forces (e.g., Eq. 61. These results have provided aun algorithm by which an internal model
niay be constructed by an intelligent system. However. little has been learned regarding the
properties of the computational elements with which the nervous system might be p)erforming
this adaptive process.

Consider that a property of the computational elements (e.g.. basis fumnctiomis or "'neurons"
in a neural network) used in learning a map is their spatial bandwidth. i.e.. the size of their sup-

port or "receptive field" in the input space.' The size and location of the receptive fields greatly
influence how the learning system interpolates between states which it has visited during train-
ing. and whether it can generalize to regions beyond the boundary of its training data (Poggio
and Girosi 1990). In fact, research in visual perception has used the notion of generalization
to make an inference regarding the receptive fields of the computational elements used by the
visual system to learn a map: in a hyperacuity task. Poggio et al. (1992) have shown that if
the computational elements have narrow receptive fields similar to those found in components
of early vision, a subject should not be able to generalize to tasks which are slightly different
than those on which the subject had been trained on-a prediction which agrees with results of
experiments (Poggio et al. 1992). Simply said, this is because during the learning of the task.
only the "weights" of those elements which are activated by the input are changed. and if these
elements respond to only a narrow range of inputs, then the system can not generalize to a
region outside the training data. Computation emerges from the superposition of the receptive
fields of the activated elements. The implication is that for some visual recognition tasks, the
nervous systenm approximates a. map in terms of these "'low-level'" elements which encode visual
information using fairly narrow receptive fields (Poggio 1990).

In a motoe task. the equivalent low-level elements are muscles and their associated spinal
(Bizzi et al. 1991) and supra-spinal (Berthier et al. 1993) neural control pathways. For example.
Giszter et al. (1993) have quantified behavior of some of the neural circuits and the associated
muscles in a frog's spinal cord: each circuit is a collection of interneurons connected to a group of
motor units. When a circuit is activated through microstimulat ion. the muscles generate a time -

varying force. This force depends on the configuration of the lind) and may be represented as a
force field. e.g.. an endpoint force as a function of the position of the tip of t lie limb. Therefore.

2 The support of a function is that region of the function's domain over which the output value is different
from zero. In neurophysiology. the support of a function which represents the input-output behavior of a cel) is
often referred to as a "receptive field-.
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coinplpiil ationiallv thlie behavior of the lov lhevel vlieiiet , iII the miiotor cotitrol hie•archi v is to
produce, all out1put force as a fuiioll of the inpilu activation to thesp, iial neiural circuitry ard

lite position of the liniii and tinie (Mulissa- ivaldi et al. 199() ).

In a general fraltiework. it seenis iiorie platusi.ble to assuliiv that the patterii of forces genl-

erated by .iiuch a spinal controller dependiis u)po velocity of' Ilie lindh a., well as, its position.

Therefore. we call dehscrilbe tli he ouit piu Force for a given aniounl of activation of a spinal cir-

cuitrv as a liuie varvi hg vec0lor valued fn'Uiction o((q. 4ý. 1 c). where c is an activatioln paraiieler.
This tinie valying force field is es.seiitially a wave expressiig tlie input output behavior of a

11otor coiputlali()Iill h Ia n+imi within the central nervous sysv.temn. In theor'v, a collect ion of these

comniutational elemients can be used in a inotor learninig task: A finding of the spinal inijcros-

tiniulatiion experinients (Bizzi et al. 1991. (iszter et al. 1983) has been tha t lie sun tilt aneoun
stiniulation of two separate sites resulted in the suminiation of the fields obtained froni tile sep-
arate stimulation of each site. In other words. the output of the motor comlputational elenients

add when two are activated. Based on this property of superposition, a simple frainework for

miotor learning in ternis of' these coinpulational elements can be proposed: ('onsider the force
field which results when all tlie niotor conil)utational elements are siniultaneously activated:

El oi(q. it. tici). This expression assumes a particularly tractable form if the control paratmeters
of the comiputational elements can be considered as linear scaling coefficients: -• cioi(q,q. 4,t).
In this context, the problem of producing a desired motor behavior is equivalent to that of
approxinmating the field described I) the controller in Eq. (S). i.e.. solve for ci such that:

C_€'oi(q, il, t) -, iý(q, ij, t) - S(q - q'(t), il - i1'(t))

In the above we have the controller for arm movenients implemented via a set of motor compu-
tational elements, where each element is a time-varvinag force field. or wave. Mathematically.
the idea is to think of the muscles and their spinal circuitry as a c- mputational element in a
motor approxinmation task (Nlussa-Ivaldi 1992. Mussa-Ivaldi and Giszter 1992). In relation to
other theories in miotor learning, each computational elements can be thought of as a primitive
movement, or motor schema (Arbib 1985).

This idea of implementing a controller via a distributed network of motor computational
elements mnay be easily extended to the task of building an internal model of an environmental
force field: given a desired field "F(q,4.t). the adaptive controller must find a set of control
parameters. -i such that:

-•ioi(q. 4l, t)"N (. il.t)

U7sing this notation, our proposal consists in separating an invariant "task representation". i.e..
a set of coefficients. ci. from an "environment representation". i.e.. a set of coefficients. ci. such

that the net controller is defined by:

('(q. 4. t) = E(ci + ( Joi(q. 4, t)

In summary, the idea is that the force field described by the biological motor controller of Eq.
(12) may be implemented by the nervous system through a weighted sum of motor compu-
tational elements, with each element representing the tinie-varying force field produced by a
spinal circuitry.

A relevant feature of these motor computational elements is their convergence toward an
equilibrium location within the linib's reachable space, i.e.. a location where forces go to zero
(Giszter et al. 1993). Because the output force is non-zero for the rest of the workspace.
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the "'motor receptive field- of each element is. bY definition. rather wide. Thi.u i, unlike the
properties of elements in earlyv vision which are involved in learniniig a Ityperacuit y task (Poggio
et al. 1992). It follows that if a learning task required approximiation of a force field. the broad

umotor receptive fields of tile computational elemients should lead to generalization well beolyond
the neighborhood of the training data. To test this idea. we limited the input space for which
training data were provided and tested the nervous system's ability to generalize to a region
outside of the bounidarv of the training data. Outr scenario was one it which information about
tile environment was available for only a small part of the workspace: this was achieved by
limiting tile region where the subject practiced a movenment. Once adaptation had occurred.
the subject performed movements in a novel region where no training had been provide(]. We
found that exposure to an environment resulted in after effects beyond the novel region. i.e..
there was a trai.nsf(rrid after- effect (Fig. 13B1). This indicated that the internal model was used
by the nervous system to predict behavior of the environment well beyond the boundary of the
training region.

Front the after-effects at the novel region we cati state that the computational elements with
which the nervous system formed a model of the environmnental forces had wide motor receptive
fields. These elements produced a significant response for a region of the workspace well beyond
th- neighborhood where training data were provided. This property of the adaptive controller is
inconsistent with the approach where motor learning takes place via construction of a look- up
table in which local association is made between visited states (address of the mentory cells
in the table) and experienced forces (contents of the cells). On the contrary, adaptation is

via computational elements which give the property of generalization to the composed internal
model.

The after-effects at the left workspace suggest that the internal model generalized the
environmental forces to a specific pattern. Interestingly. from the trajectory of after-effects

(Fig. 13B). it was apparent that the expected force field at the left workspace was very different
than the one that the subject had been trained on. We hypothesized that this difference could
be accounted for if the field was generalized not in terms of forces on the hand, but in terms
of torques on the joints. The idea was that perhaps the relative position of tile computational
elements in the motor control hierarchy dictated the coordinate system in which information
about the environment was generalized: if these elements resided near the plan stage of the task.
where a desired hand trajectory is specified. then they might encode the environmental dynamics
as a mapping between the state of the arm and imposed forces in an extrinsic frame of reference.
Assuming that these elements broadly encoded the input space. then local adaptation might
produce an internal model which generalized to similar endpoint forces for similar endpoint
trajectories. Alternatively. the computational elements might reside at a lower stage. perhaps

near the effectors, where information is received in a coordinate system defined by the afferents
and the muscles. Here the internal model would be a mapping between observed states of the
arm and the imposed forces in an intrinsic frame of reference. As opposed to the high-level
model, local adaptation here might produce a map which generalizes to similar joint torques

for similar joint trajectories.
We tested the merits of these alternate scenarios by a direct experiment. After practicing

in a field at the right workspace. the subjects were asked to make reaching movements at the

left workspace. The field presented at the novel region (left workspace) was one of two kinds.
In some trials, this field was a translation of the training field in endpoint coordinates, while in
the other trials the field presented was a translation of the training field in joint coordinates.
Consistently we found that the performance of the subjects was near optimum when the field
was translated in joint coordinates (Figs. 14A and 15). This finding is in sharp contrast with
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lie hyl~othlesis that sublject s adapted to thle Iimiposed field b)y building a iiiodel in enidpoint
c'oordlinates. Ott thle con travary. on r findinig suggests t hat the sublject. represenited thle imiposed
force field as a miap bet ween mnotion and~ forces in the int rinsic coordlinate Y-,t ent of the aflereit s
an(I actuators.

III conclusion. t Iiis Choice of' thle coordliniate s 'yst eiui for the inuternial model suggest." t hat
lie planning and] control of a reachuing nmovenient are undi (ert akeni 1) lu v i damnieitally diflferenit

conhit)iita~tiotial elemenet s in th~e nervouis s ' steli. Whlile the p~lanined t rajectorY for thle arin i k
in an ext rinsic fraime of reference. the muodlel for thle d vualics of' thle task is iii an intrinsic

frame. Whlat results is a scenario where learning a motor task, say' hittinig a golf ball. enitails
lbothI formnation of an al)propriate kinematic l)laii. i.e.. golf club trajector~y. aiid composition of a
mnodel of the task's d(I 'yamics so that the p~lanI may lbe executed. i.e.. fornming an initernal model
or the club's dyniamics. Here we have reported onl some of the l)rolperties of the comui1utationial
elements with which the nervous sy' stem formis the internual model For task's dyniamnics. It
remains to be seeni whether compimtational elements which are inivolved in learning kiiieniat ics
of' a task produce a model which fu ndainent ally has a dhifferenit geometric l)roperty than that
which results while learning dyniamics. Perhaps event ually the combination of elements involved
in learning kinematics an dynamnics can formn a kind of alphabet for the language of mnovemient.
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Appendix I: (Correlation of two salntlle(l vector fields

Here we describe a mathematical techliique that quantifies the sitilarity between two salphled
fields. \We used this technique for comparing force field,, as well asi hand trajectorie.. Thiis

teclinique was based on the notion of iiner product of two sampled vector fields ((;andtol( aMd

Mussa-lvaldi 1993).
Empirically. a time series of vectors. as well as a vector field. may be regarded as a finite

ordered set of vectors. sampled at subsequent instanice of tite. or in a given arrangletient of

spatial locations. In mathematical terms. a finite ordered set of vectors. 1. is a imapping that
assigns to each element. i. of the index set. ( 1 ..... .) E .\'. a vector aj. Ihein the expected
value of I'. denoted by -( '). is a mapping from the same index set to the set of vectors {r,}.
where

j. "

According to this definition. the expected value of U is a constant set (r = r..Vi.j). It
follows tha.t: s(=( U)) U(). Now consider the task of comparing two sets U and 1'. where

Y = (Y1 -Y2 ..... y). Let us define the inner product of U and Y as the scalar:

< [u. > = •=u;.y

i=1

where the symbol •on the right side inidicates the dot product operation between two vectors.

We define the expected value of this inner product as:

E(K U.Y >) = - < U.Y >

Then, we may use the above expressions for defining the co-variance of two vectorial sets:

Cov(U.Y) = E(< U - s(U),' - c(Y)>)
= E(< U. Y >)- < -C(U). (o') >

Furthermore. the correlation coefficient between two sets. p(U. Y). is given b.y the ratio of the
co-variance of the time series and the product of their standard deviations:

(UY) Cov( , YV)((T,.y -YY

where standard deviation of an ordered set of vectors is the scalar:

and l1Ull is defined as: (U,' (< IU >)1/2. It follows that -I < p(U, Y) • +1.
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